This guide will cover hints and tips for using LexisLibrary for Scottish legal content, specifically commentary,
cases and legislation. A full user guide for LexisLibrary can be found on our website.
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1. Commentary
A significant number of the commentary resources available on LexisLibrary cover the United Kingdom, and some texts include
significant sections on the law in Scotland (e.g. Goode: Consumer Credit Law). By far the most significant commentary resource
on LexisLibrary for Scottish lawyers is Stair Memorial Encyclopaedia (Stair). Further information on any source can be obtained
by clicking on the blue i icon next to the title.
A. Adding Sources
Stair, and the corresponding index, may already be on your Bookshelf; if not, follow the steps below to add these resources.
Step One Click Edit source list on your Bookshelf.
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If the title you require is not on the list then
select Find more sources (top right).

The Sources tab will open.
Click on S on the Sources tab and Stair will be listed below.
Tick the box next to the title (either the encyclopedia or index) and select OK Continue.
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Step Two
Select Commentary (for Stair) or Legal Indexes and Tables (for the Index) and select the tick box next to the source title followed
by the red Save button. Your title will be added to the Bookshelf.
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The source should
now appear at the
top of your Bookshelf.
Drag and drop to
move the title further
down the list,
if preferred.

B. Browsing Sources
To browse Stair (or
any other resource
on your bookshelf),
as you would the
hard copy, select
the Browse option
under the title on
your Bookshelf.

Navigate through to
the relevant volume
and chapter by
scrolling down to
the volume title and
opening the + icons
next to the titles.
When you see the
chapter/page you
require click on the
title to open it.
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Navigate to other chapters/volumes of the Encyclopaedia by clicking on the ‘Table
of Contents’ tab on the left of the screen, opening it. Use the links at the top to view
the next/previous section or the whole of the chapter/section/volume.
Download, print or email the page you are viewing, or add it to
My Documents, by clicking the appropriate icon.

C. Searching a Volume
It is often faster to search a
volume of Stair than to browse
through the Index or volumes.

Open Stair via Browse.

Enter a keyword into the
Quick Search box, ticking the
volume(s) or chapter(s) to
search (insert and between
words if using several
keywords for your search,
unless you would expect
them to appear as a phrase
e.g. ‘company director’).

Click on the Search icon.
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Use the filtering options to
Search within results (filter
by additional keyword),
Narrow results by Table
of Contents (i.e. volume
and chapter) or Narrow by
Topics (and sub-topics).
Tick the box of the
document(s) you want
and add results to My
Documents directly from
the results page to view/
download/print/email later.

D. Searching a Source
Select the Search option
under the title on your
Bookshelf.

The Commentary search
tab opens, and the
Source field specifies Stair
Memorial Encyclopaedia.
Enter your search terms,
using the and connector
(discussed above) and click
on the Search icon.
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Use your preferred filtering option (discussed above)
to narrow down the results.
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2. Cases
A. Combining Scottish Case Sources
Combine all the Scottish cases sources into a single source if you want to
search only these reports. The source will then appear on your Bookshelf.

Select Edit source
list on your
Bookshelf.

Select Cases from the
pop-up Edit source list
box, and then Find more
sources.

Select the letter S on
the Sources page.

Tick the Scottish sources and enter a name
in the Name selected sources box and select
OK-Continue.
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B. Searching Scottish Cases
To search only combined Scottish case content select the Search option from below the title on your
Bookshelf. The Cases search tab opens, specifying your customized cases in the Sources field.
Enter your search terms in the box using the and connector
(for further information click on the Search tips link below the
Search terms box).

Or search using any of the other fields
(e.g. case name, summary, judgment date etc.)
or any combination of these fields (see the full
user guide for further details); including the Add
topics to search feature under the Search terms
box. Then select Search.
Filter cases by Search within results or
narrow by Source Name, Court/Tribunal
or Topic to further refine your results.
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C. Filtering Scottish results from a search across all case content
To run a search across all case content select the Cases heading (from the Search Home tab – see the full
LexisLibrary user guide for further details).

Enter your search terms
using the and connector
into the Search terms
field, or any combination
of search fields.
Select Search.

Use the Source Name
filter to select the relevant
Scottish source.
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3. Legislation
LexisLibrary includes all post-devolution Scottish Legislation (as well as the UK Acts of Parliament) which
can be accessed in several ways, detailed below.
A. Combining Scottish Legislation Sources
Combine the Scottish Acts of Parliament and SI sources into a single source to search only this content.
Select Edit source list on your Bookshelf. Select Legislation from the pop-up Edit source list box, and then
Find more sources.

Select the letter S on the Sources page.

Tick the Scottish legislation sources and enter a name in the
Name selected sources box.

Select OK-Continue.

To search only the combined Scottish legislation sources select the Search option from below the title on
your Bookshelf. The Legislation search tab opens. The customized source (combined Scottish legislation)
is displayed in the Sources field.
Enter your search terms in the box
using the and connector (for further
information click on the Search tips link
below the Search terms box; ensure you
have selected Act or SI or both).

Use the filters to Search within results
(filter by additional keyword), Narrow
results by Legislation Title or Narrow by
Topics (and sub-topics).

Or search using any of the other fields (e.g. Year
enacted) or any combination of these fields (see the
full user guide for further details); including the Add
topics to search feature under the Search terms box.
Select Search.
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B. Searching Scottish Legislation
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4. Filtering Scottish results from a search across all Library content
To run a basic keyword search across all LexisLibrary content use the Search box on your Search Home tab
(for further details see the full user guide). You do not need to use and as a connector in this search field
(to conduct a search across all content using connectors select the General Search tab).

To search for a
phrase use quotation
marks (e.g. “company
director”). Enter
your keyword(s) and
select Go.

On the search results
page, select the type
of material
(e.g. Commentary)
from the tabs.
Use the filters to
further narrow down
your results.

To view sources relevant to Scotland (or for a particular practice area in Scotland/
the United Kingdom) select the Sources tab from the Search Home tab.

Select the Browse Sources link.

Select the relevant options from
the drop-down menus (i.e. Country/
Topics).

Select the content type from the list
of folders to browse.
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5. Viewing all available content for a particular country or practice area
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Visit our website www.help.lexisnexis.co.uk
or follow us on Twitter @LNResources
Helpdesk number: 0330 161 1234
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